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Abstract
Counterfeit stamps cause considerable financial damage to the states and companies. The blockchain-based supply chain management system for their market
is proposed in the article. It can make stamps circulation transparent and guarantee invariability of stamps volume produced and used. The technical description
and performance tests of the proposed system are provided.
1. INTRODUCTION
A blockchain is a powerful tool which increases trust in network structures
through applied cryptography and transaction history immutability. It was first
implemented in the Bitcoin cryptocurrency [1] and subsequently found applications in many other areas (state registers, supply chain management task (SCM),
biomedicine, etc. [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]). SCM blockchain allows formalizing relationships between supply chain members mathematically, securing the
required level of privacy.
The blockchain-based supply chain for postage stamps is considered in the paper. It was shown that postal stamp circulation could be considered as SCM [11]
and illegal changes in it cause considerable financial damage to the states and
companies [12, 13, 14] The proposed research is a continuation of the previous
study [15]. We provide detailed technical, solution description and performance
tests in the present one. Authors consider Russian Post (hereafter referred to as the
Company) as a reference organization but it must be mentioned that the proposed
solution can be generalized to other indicia. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. The indicia and its circulation issues are listed in Section 2. A technical
description of the proposed blockchain solution is introduced in Section 3. Experimental design and results are provided in Section 4. The obtained results are
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discussed in Section 5. The paper is concluded in the Conclusion section.
2. RUSSIAN POST INDICIA AND ASSOCIATED RISKS
The company accepts mailings with the following indicia: meter stamps, postage
stamps and printed postage impressions for envelopes and postcards. We limited
our research to the first two types only due to the limited spread of the last type in
Russia.
2.1. Meter stamps and franking machines
Franking machines are primarily used by corporate clients processing mail in
bulk. Franking machines of different capacity imprint indicium (meter stamp)
and significantly speeding up the process of mail processing. Even though an official franking machine is not designed to print indicia with a face value exceeding
the advance paid to the Company for future delivery services, many fraudulent
schemes with postage meters have been revealed. In fraudulent schemes, a franking machine owner can send mail for free by imprinting false and not cash-backed
meter stamps.
In recent years the Company has made significant progress in combating the
misuse of franking machines. All the franking machines in Russia are now integrated into a single IT accounting system, and meter stamps are strengthened with
new protection features.
Now each meter stamp contains a unique QR-code that contains information
about mailing, franking machine and its digital signature. Using QR-codes significantly increases the processing speed.
2.2. Stamps
Unlike meter stamps, postage stamps are manually stuck on a mail. Therefore, the range of their users is limited to individuals and small corporate clients.
The cases of using stamps for bulk mailings (from 5000 units) are rare. However,
the large size of Russian postage stamps market creates opportunities for fraudulent actors. The most popular schemes that affect the Company’s revenue are
counterfeit postage stamps or technically authenticating postage stamps bypassing accounting systems. Both cases, as well as less frequent in Russia stamps
re-use can be considered as a violation of the order and rules of the postal stamps
supply chain. These actions are not rare, and the following factors complicate
revenue protection actions.
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First, the Company does not have a monopoly over the Russian postage stamps
market. Unlike the production and distribution, the sale of stamps is demonopolized and informal market is flourishing. Alternative suppliers are the primary
source of counterfeit and unaccounted stamps.
Second, mail processing speed at postal offices and sorting centres are high
and time required for a single stamp verification makes it difficult to perform
control procedures without missing processing deadlines.
Third, the period of stamps use is not limited (except for particular issues or
stamps with a face value in non-denominated rubles), which makes it much more
difficult and sometimes useless to reconcile the face value of purchased stamps
with the total tariff of standard mail from a client.
Fourth, both individuals and corporate customers can use mailboxes bypassing
the procedure of mail acceptance. Verification task, in this case, is transferred to
the processing and delivery stages, where a high speed of operations makes it
difficult to notice a suspicious stamp and carefully check it.
It is important to note that the Company is not the only party losing from
counterfeit postage. A sender is also at risk: purchasing counterfeit stamps incur
a loss when mailings are detained and investigated by a postal security team.
The drawbacks mentioned above of stamps circulation are typical for many
postal administrations. The proposed solution might become a worldwide practice.
3. PROPOSED SOLUTION
Blockchains could be categorized by the level of access to the blockchain
data [16, 17] and the proposed solution is organized as a private permissioned
blockchain with linked timestamping. The blockchain for stamps circulation should
be private to keep the Company’s monopoly on the primary market, and it could be
permissioned to increase the user’s privacy. Timestamping in a private blockchain
is the most common way to guarantee history invariableness and, therefore, protection of clients’ rights. We implemented the system on an extensible opensource framework for creating blockchain applications called Exonum [18].
To perform experiments, we created Exonum based digital cryptocurrency that
circulates in the same manner as the real physical stamp in the investigated supply
chain model. In more detail, we associate with each physical stamp the cryptocurrency entity or simply crypto token. As in typical cryptocurrency, each token can
be emitted, sold and retailed. In addition to these operations, each token can be
cancelled that corresponds to the case then appropriate physical stamp was used
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in mail sending. The proposed blockchain system keep a reliable record of the
whole circulation of tokens to guarantee that each physical stamp was used only
once and secondary users can trust that physical stamp is valid. It is the private
blockchain system in which only validators and auditors have read access to the
whole blockchain. Below we determine existing participants in our system and
other technical details about transactions and workflow.
3.1. Participants
In our system, we determine five different types of users with different rights
and functionality.
• Validators: maintain the whole blockchain network. They check the correctness of transactions entering the network, form a new block and participate in the consensus algorithm. Their initial public keys are stored in
blockchain genesis block and can be later changed through validator’s consensus.
• Token issuers: entities that can emit new tokens. System maintainers
choose their private keys and managed by validators.
• Acceptance inspector: entities that can cancel the token after physical
stamp of the corresponding real-life stamp.
• Clients: users of blockchain network, they are associated with one or several public keys and can participate in token’s lifecycle. By utilizing their
private keys, they can transfer tokens to other clients.
• Auditors: external users who can check the correctness of consensus protocol in the whole blockchain network.
All participants can monitor the current status of known tokens in the blockchain
and their proof of correctness. Only validators and auditors have read access to
the whole network.
3.2. System structure
The whole deployed system can be divided into four parts presented below
• Wallet: users data to be stored in the blockchain according to the business
logic of the application
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Figure 1: Blockchain network structure

• Schema: a structured view of the key-value storage, the architecture of the
on-chain database
• Transactions: kind of messages whose perform atomic actions on the blockchain
state
• API (application programming interface): a set of clearly defined methods of communication among users and blockchain nodes.
Below we will determine their structure before that let us determine the typical
workflow for each type of system users. The client workflow looks as follows:
a client creates Wallet by adding initial funds, after that Wallet and necessary
information (holder, history, etc.) is written into the Schema. To send or spend
tokens, which are in the clients wallet, the holder deploys transactions, changing
his wallet balance. These types of transactions are free of charge. All changes are
reflected in the Schema. As the blockchain contains all the required information,
the client may check for correctness of the interaction via API. These actions
are presented in Figure 2. Token issuers, as well as acceptance inspectors, can
change the total amount of tokens in the system by changing the balance in users’
wallets through the corresponding transaction. Validators check the correctness
of transactions and group them in blocks while auditors check the correctness of
these actions.
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Figure 2: Typical client workflow

3.2.1. Wallets
The wallet corresponds to the place that stores each user’s token balance. In
systems it represents as a structure that contains five fields: pub key, name,
balance, history len, history hash. The first field of the wallet is a public key of the holder. The holder can change the state of the wallet via transactions, as described above. The second and third fields of the structure mean name
and balance of the wallet. Initial wallet balance is 100 stamps, and it may be
changed. history len and history hash describe how many operations a
wallet holder made.
3.2.2. Schema
The schema represents the architecture of the internal on-chain database. In it,
we differentiate two different views of storage. The first one, Snapshot, is used in
reading requests and corresponds to an immutable view of the storage, the second
one, Fork, is used in the transaction process and correspond to a mutable view
of storage where the changes can be easily rolled back. Current storage view
is declared as a generic wrapper. It must be mentioned that Snapshot provides
random access to every piece of data inside the database and to isolate the wallets
map into a separate entity we have to add a unique prefix to it.
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3.2.3. Transactions
We differentiate six types of transactions that correspond to the possible actions in the investigated system and present them below
• Transfer transaction corresponds to the standard procedure of token transfer from one to another wallet. It has four fields. The first one is from. This
field contains the sender’s public key. The second one is to. This field contains the recipient’s public key. The third one is the amount. It contains
information ”How many funds we are going to transfer”. The last one is
the seed. This field is special, because we need it, to avoid repetition of the
same transactions.
• Issue transaction corresponds to token emission operation made by the
issuer. It has four fields. The first one is pub key. This field contains the
public key of the wallet holder, whose wallet balance should be increased.
The second one is the issuer key. This field contains the public key of the
issuer. The third one is the amount. It contains information ”How many
funds we are going to issue”. The last one is the seed. This field is special,
because we need it, to avoid repetition of the same transactions.
• Create wallet transaction corresponds to the appearance of a new client in
the system. It has two fields. The first one is pub key. This field contains
the public key of the wallet creator. The second one is name. This field
contains the name of the wallet.
• Mail preparation transaction corresponds to the reservation of tokens in
the amount that needs to send necessary physical mails. It has four fields.
The first one is meta. It contains information about stamping. For example,
”I would like to stamp 3000 tokens”. The second one is pub key. It contains information about the entity public key. The third one is the amount.
This field is about the number of tokens that should be stamped. The last
field is the seed field.
• Mail acceptance transaction corresponds to the accept/reject Mail Preparation transaction by the inspector It has five fields. The first one is pub key.
It contains information about inspector public key. The second one is sender key.
It contains information about person public key who wants to stamp tokens.
The third one is the amount. This field is about the number of tokens that
should be stamped. The fourth one is accept. This field is about the inspector’s decision (Accept or reject). The last field is the seed field.
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• Cancellation transaction corresponds physical stamp cancellation by inspector. This kind of transaction needs three fields. The first one is pub key.
This field contains the public key of the inspector. The second one is
sender key. This field contains the public key of the transaction creator. The last one is tx hash. This field contains the hash of transaction
that should be cancelled.
3.2.4. API
To organize end-user interaction with the investigated system, we implemented
the node API. With this aim we declare an empty struct that includes a set of methods which consist of information about the connection to the blockchain node instance as well as blockchain instance itself, that needs to implement read requests.
4. EXPERIMENTS
We performed experiments in a single data center (DC) and used twentyone virtual machines (16 validators, 4 clients, 1 auditor). Each validator was
running on a separate virtual machine with 3.75 GiB RAM, 2 Core Intel Xeon
Platinum CPUs running @3.4GHz, and the blockchain database was stored on
an elastic block store (EBS) drive connected to each instance. Nodes used Exonum version 0.9. All virtual machines were in one availability zone within one
Amazon Web Services region (EU-central-1). The demo code is available on
https://github.com/korepkorep/russian-post.
4.1. Blockchain Design
In all experiments the following consensus parameters were used: block capacity of 2000 transactions, propose timeout of 0 seconds and signature size of 64
bytes.
Four generators send different types of transactions to all validators during the
experiments with a constant flow. The flow is chosen to be a bit bigger than the
blockchain tps. Each validator check transaction signature before its addition into
the pool of unconfirmed transaction. The given scenario could be considered as a
real-life high-load mode.
4.2. Performance Tests
We measured transactions per second (TPS, the bigger, the better) for the different total amount of validators. The results were averaged over 100 000 transactions processing for each case. The mean value and standard deviation were of
interest.
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Figure 3: TPS as a function of validators number

Note. Almost all the blocks were filled with transactions in our experiments,
so one can estimate block acceptance time in seconds as 2000/TPS.
4.2.1. Different Validators Number
The number of consensus messages over network grows as a square of validators number in Exonum. It decreases blockchain performance. We considered
different number of validators to estimate this effect. TPS experimental results
are in Figure 3.
Exonum shows more than 5000 TPS with block faster than each 0.5 seconds
on average. This amount decreases with the validators number increase from 7100
TPS to 3700 TPS.
4.2.2. Fail-Stop Validators
The simplest model of validators failures is fail-stop. We choose it to demonstrate how does improper nodes behaviour slow consensus down. The total number of validators was 16 and from 0 to 5 were stopped (up to 1/3, which is the
maximum allowed the number of fail parties as Exonum uses Byzantine faulttolerant algorithm [19, 20, 21]). TPS as functions of working validators fraction
are in Figures 4 correspondingly.
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Figure 4: TPS as a function of working validators fraction

Exonum shows more than 3000 TPS for the cryptocurrency for maximum
allowed number of the fail stop validators with the total number of validators
equals to 16. This amount decreases with a working validators fraction decrease
up to 20% maximum value. The number of fail-stop validators increase TPS
variance.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Results of performance tests
The proposed system has a throughput of around 5000 TPS which is enough to
handle with around 400 million Russian Post mailings per year [22] Since a single
transaction can contain information about bulk mailings. Also, fail-stops validators test shows that in the real-life system with the limited number of validators
can effectively deal with improper validators behaviour including offline during
scheduled maintenance as the decreased capacity still meet system requirements.
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5.2. Denial-of-Service Attack with Transactions
Because in the proposed system the token transfer transaction is free of charge
the malefactors can generate a massive set of transfer transactions to make the
denial-of-service attack. One of the possible approach to handle with it is dynamic
fractional reserves in which we limit block capacity similarly as the Internet [23].
In it, we automatically adjust the reserve ratio for the network in case of congestion. Namely, the system automatically set target utilization that leaves enough
block space for transaction peaks. Any time peaks are sustained the blockchain
reduces the maximum bandwidth-per-share and when a peak is over it slowly increases this parameter.
5.3. Pseudoanonymity vs Anonymity
The proposed system is pseudo-anonymous [24, 25], namely, all history of
tokens owning and transferring is available for blockchain maintainers although
real-world token owners can be unknown in general even though we can group
them using publicly available external information and behavior patterns [26, 27,
28]. In future work, to make the system entirely anonymous, we can include ring
signatures [29] or zero-knowledge proofs [30].
6. CONCLUSIONS
The blockchain-based solution for postage stamps accountancy is considered
in the paper. Its technical description, implementation and performance tests are
proposed. The solution prevents usage of invalid and counterfeit stamps and inspires trust among participants in the secondary market. The performance tests
show that the proposed solution meets the subject area of real-life throughput requirements.
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